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Everyone needs security, or even just the feeling of security, whether at home or in the office.
Security, to be complete however, needs to cover several areas. It must provide complete protection
for your building, property, and assets from unauthorized access.

Inadequate security is like providing no security at all. If your home or office could be easily
breached, then youâ€™re unnecessarily exposing yourself or your property to risks which are easily
avoided. Make sure youâ€™ve got all areas covered and ensure the security measures you have in
place provide the most comprehensive protection.

Effective physical security ensures protection on three levels, namely: the outer perimeter, the inner
perimeter, and the interior of your home or office buildings. The outer perimeter covers your actual
property limits, and its security feature must give you control on who gains access to it. This may
include a fence, a gate, or other forms of physical barriers to prevent intruders from entering.

There are actually two elements of concern for perimeter security: the natural access control and
the territorial reinforcement. The first limits and clearly marks the approaches to buildings and
properties to discourage intruders and close off any potential escape routes. The latter prevents
unauthorized entry by creating a clear distinction between public and private property to make
outsiders feel they donâ€™t belong in the premises and must therefore back off.

Inner perimeter security includes the doors, windows, and walls of your home or office. Adequate
protection of your inner perimeter usually entails sturdy locks, tamper-proof keys, and alarm
systems. An electronic access control system using Firetide wireless technology could best address
this concern to give you ample protection. The wireless system provides both hardware and
software applications which could easily be installed and maintained.

The final level of security is the interior security, which consists of your buildingâ€™s or homeâ€™s interiors.
The most effective tool for monitoring any activities inside your edifice would be security cameras
which could also provide you with recorded evidence for any crime committed. These devices like
Firetide wireless systems provide can help secure your interior areas by enabling seamless
integration of security camera coverage.

Security solutions empowered by Firetide serve the international publicâ€™s security concerns with
sophisticated and highly advanced wireless devices that guarantee reliable connectivity. They also
provide the best complement to security manpower by helping prevent crimes before they take
place. To learn more about the subject, you may visit firetide.com.
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For more details, search a Firetide wireless and a Firetide in Google for related information.
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